INTRODUCTION

- Create a keyword spotting system to locate candidate regions for a query in the lecture audio
  - lectures recorded in a single channel and a single speaker environment
  - query keywords extracted from lectures or recorded on the laptop
- Create indexing tools to facilitate lecture indexing using keyword spotting
  - tools for accessing hits and creating hierarchical annotations
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Figure 2: Precision@10 and Precision@20 for 20 queries recorded on the laptop
- Average precision@10 of 70% for 20 queries recorded on the laptop
- Average precision@10 of 76% for 20 queries extracted from lecture audios
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CONCLUSION

- Environmental mismatch affects the performance of the system heavily
- ‘Whitening’ process reduces the impact of higher values of lower frequencies in laptop recorded queries
- Error reduction of 55.9% over the previous results for laptop recorded queries
- Performance is better when the query has a distinctive pronunciation i.e. ‘reduce’ vs ‘row-reduced’
- Indexing tools facilitate the lecture annotation and searching process
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